THE WHOLE IN EVERYONE

24,000 acts of terrorism since 2001
86,000+ people dying every day of hunger
844 million people unable to access clean drinking water
30 active wars - 4,000+ warheads now armed & targeted
150-200 species disappearing into extinction every day
Sea levels rising at an unprecedented rate
World financial markets collapsing…

This list of problems is increasing every day. Humanity is sitting on a ticking time bomb. We
are in an inevitable confrontation - as a species - hurtling towards a major catastrophe that
could easily send the eco-system of our planet into a tail-spin of destruction - unlike anything
we’ve ever seen before - unless we find a way to change our selves.

If this sounds like a recipe for serious gloom and doom -- think again.

THE WHOLE IN EVERYONE resolves this CRISIS.

Sperry Andrews, scientist and founder/director of the Human Connection Institute,
rediscovered what countless others have been discovering over thousands of years of
recorded history that is destined to transform this deadly-force. He and a team of
international researchers have found irrefutable evidence that the whole of humanity, every
man, woman, and child, is linked both psychologically and physiologically by our innate
capacity for being - collectively - CONSCIOUS.
Studies at several independent laboratories over a thirty-year period have shown that the
whole of humanity - as a living being - functions very much as does an individual. In an
individual, millions of nerve cells have to be stimulated together to produce a single
conscious perception. To wake up before we “hit the wall,” millions of us will need to tune in
to our capacity for being Conscious Together. As humanity awakens, this promises to
eliminate poverty, pollution, disease, crime and war.
Sperry is reaching out to widely known contemporary leaders (Eckhart Tolle, Oprah Winfrey,
Deepak Chopra, The Dalai Lama, Marianne Williamson, Bono…) and taking this message to
the people - embarking on a journey to bring this scientifically validated solution to humanity,
through films, social media, and public presentations, so that anyone can experience - for
themselves - what it feels like to share a commonly sensed Consciousness. Through this
heart-opening campaign viewers will be able to directly experience an unforgettable sense of
sharing a single heartfelt consciousness via present moment awareness; how easy it is to
feel a deep sense of unity with others, how the way we pay attention and what we pay
attention to contributes to the creation of a commonly sensed-reality, and how we have the
opportunity - right now - to release our grip, and as Leonard Cohen sings, “slip into the
masterpiece.” As a climax, in a live simulcast hosted by Oprah, and others, 20,000 people
have gathered in Los Angeles’ Staples Center - to focus the collective attention of billions of
others, online and on TV, to experience collective intelligence (perhaps for the very first time)
as it is modeled by leaders in the global spiritual consciousness movement at center stage.
Also, a series of documentary and feature films are underway to activate shared experiences,
causing viewers to feel a change so complete, they experience - firsthand - that we are like
cells within one single Consciousness. Research has shown, whenever collective-attention is
focused, on-and-through-itself, shared feelings spread through an entire viewing audience.
Interspersed with facts and interviews from prominent celebrities, eminent scientists, spiritual
teachers, and leaders in the consciousness movement, is the story of Sperry’s personal
journey from a near death experience at age four, to his groundbreaking research at the
Human Connection Institute, to his passionate crusade to pioneer this important cause.
Sperry has begun making contact with those who might be willing to participate, including:
Atma Nambi, Leonardo DiCaprio, Richard Gere, Demi Moore, Bono, Sting, Eckhart Tolle,
Jack Canfield, Marianne Williamson, Larry Dossey, Peter Russell, Freeman Dyson, Bruce
Lipton, Riane Eisler, The Dalai Lama, Robert Thurman, Adyashanti and/or others.
With wit, smarts, and heart, The Whole In EveryOne ignites this vision.
One of the world's most distinguished physicists, Freeman Dyson, has said:
“…humanity will find peace when we realize there’s only one of us.”

As founder and co-director of the Human
Connection Institute (HCI), and Advisory
Board Member of the LifeBoat Foundation,
Sperry has spent over twenty years
collaborating with eminent scientists and
educators conducting both objective and
experiential research into the emergence of
a commonly sensed consciousness.
He has given invited presentations on
human interconnectedness and his
institute's projects at the United Nations,
World Business Academy, Duke University,
University of Connecticut, U.C. Berkeley,
and the Association for Research and
Enlightenment in Virginia Beach. His articles
have appeared in Cosmos and History,
Kosmos Journal, Frontier Perspectives,
Alternative Therapies and Exceptional
Human Experience.
Sperry’s Human Connection Project began with the help of the Mind Science Foundation in
San Antonio, Texas in 1988, where he collaborated with award-winning experimental
psychologist Dr. William Braud for five years; and as an Adjunct Research Associate from
1990 to 1992. He has facilitated groups for over thirty years internationally - strengthening
our capacity to share a commonly sensed intelligence - experientially establishing our
indivisibility from the universe as a whole. He has developed techniques that are readily
learned and lived in everyday life, helping hundreds of people in the U.S. and Europe achieve
and sustain experiences of collective consciousness.
Sperry’s interest in consciousness-for-its-own-sake began with a childhood near death
experience. Knowing that everyone and everything are interconnected led him into
contemplative and meditative visioning, including healing and teaching work. He was formally
educated at Antioch College, Maryland Art Institute, New School for Social Research, State
University of New York, and City College, San Francisco.
An Executive Summary of the Human Connection Project is available on HCI's website at:
http://www.connectioninstitute.org/hci/Summary.html
His peer reviewed published articles are also available on HCI’s website at:
http://www.connectioninstitute.org
Contact: Sperry Andrews
sperry@connectioninstitute.org

